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Abstract
In this work we have studied, evaluated and proposed different swarm intelligence techniques for mining information from loosely
structured medical textual records with no a priori knowledge (a large dataset). The output of this task is a set of ordered/nominal
attributes suitable for rule discovery mining.
Information mining from textual data becomes a very challenging task when the structure of the text record is loose without any
rules. The task becomes even harder when natural language is used and no a priori knowledge is available.
First, classical approaches such as basic statistic approaches, single and multiple word frequency analysis, etc., have been used
to simplify the textual data and provide an overview of the data. Finally, an ant-inspired self-learning approach has been used to
automatically provide a simplified dominant structure, presenting structure of the records in the human readable form that can be
further utilized in the mining process as it describes the vast majority of the records.
Note that this project is an ongoing process (and research) and new data are irregularly received from the medical facility, justifying
the need for robust and fool-proof algorithms.
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1. Introduction
Even with rapidly increasing computational power of modern computers, the analysis of huge databases becomes
very expensive, making the development of novel techniques reasonable. In contrary to classical methods, nature
inspired methods offer many techniques, that can increase speed and robustness of classical methods.
The accuracy for relation extraction in journal text is typically about 60% [3]. A perfect accuracy in text mining is
nearly impossible due to errors and duplications in the source text. Even when linguists are hired to label text for an
automated extractor, the inter-linguist disparity is about 30%. The best results are obtained via an automated processing
supervised by a human [4]
2. Input Dataset Overview
The dataset consists of a set of approx. 50 to 120 thousand records (different DB tables)× 20 attributes. Each record
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references to medical stuff, etc.). The overview of one attribute is visualized in Fig. 1. Only a subsample of the dataset
could be displayed, as the whole set would render into a unusable black stain. The vertices (literals) are represented
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Figure 1. Figure shows a transitional diagram (directed graph) structure of single attribute literals. Circular visualization has been used to present
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Fhe amount of literal transitions (vertices).).
s a green circle, the size shows the literal frequency. Edges represent transition states between literals; edge stroke
hows the transition rate (probability) of the edge. The same holds for Fig. 2. Human interpretation and analysis of the
ull data is very fatiguing.
. Nature Inspired Techniques
The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [2] is a metaheuristic approach, inspired by the ability of ants to discover
hortest path between nest and food source. The ants communicate indirectly through their environment. The approach
as been utilized (with improvements) to simplify the structure of the vast dataset (Fig. 1) by finding the most important
tate transitions between literals. The output structure (Fig. 2) is presented to the analyst for further processing/iteration.
or clustering, the ACO DTree method [1] and ACO inspired clustering [5] variations have been successfully used.
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[Figure 2. An automatically Ant-Colony induced transition graph showing the most important relations in one textual attribute. Refer to section 2.
4. Results and Conclusion
The main advantage of the nature inspired concepts lies in automatic finding relevant literals and group of literals
that can be adopted by the human analysts and furthermore improved and stated more precisely. The use of such
increased the speed of loosely structured textual attributes analysis and allowed the human analysts to develop lexical
analysis grammar more efficiently in comparison to classical methods. The speedup allowed to perform more iterations,
increasing the yield of information from data that would be further processed in rule discovery process.
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